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Abstract
Aim: Trait data are widely used in ecological and evolutionary phylogenetic comparative studies, but often values are not available for all species of interest. Traditionally,
researchers have excluded species without data from analyses, but estimation of
missing values using imputation has been proposed as a better approach. However,
imputation methods have largely been designed for randomly missing data, whereas
trait data are often not missing at random (e.g., more data for bigger species). Here,
we evaluate the performance of approaches for handling missing values when considering biased datasets.
Location: Any.
Time period: Any.
Major taxa studied: Any.
Methods: We simulated continuous traits and separate response variables to test
the performance of nine imputation methods and complete-case analysis (excluding
missing values from the dataset) under biased missing data scenarios. We characterized performance by estimating the error in imputed trait values (deviation from the
true value) and inferred trait–response relationships (deviation from the true relationship between a trait and response).
Results: Generally, Rphylopars imputation produced the most accurate estimate of
missing values and best preserved the response–trait slope. However, estimates of
missing data were still inaccurate, even with only 5% of values missing. Under severe
biases, errors were high with every approach. Imputation was not always the best
option, with complete-case analysis frequently outperforming Mice imputation and,
to a lesser degree, BHPMF imputation. Mice, a popular approach, performed poorly
when the response variable was excluded from the imputation model.
Main conclusions: Imputation can handle missing data effectively in some conditions
but is not always the best solution. None of the methods we tested could deal effectively with severe biases, which can be common in trait datasets. We recommend
rigorous data checking for biases before and after imputation and propose variables
that can assist researchers working with incomplete datasets to detect data biases
and minimize errors.

This is an open access article under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution License, which permits use, distribution and reproduction in any medium,
provided the original work is properly cited.
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1 | I NTRO D U C TI O N

is correlated with body length) and shaped by evolutionary history.
Therefore, correlations and phylogenetic information can be used

Trait data describe the characteristics of individuals of a population

to predict missing trait values more accurately (Penone et al., 2014;

or species (Webb et al., 2010). Trait-based analyses have been es-

Swenson, 2014). Previous studies have suggested that imputation

sential for improving our understanding of ecological and evolution-

in ecological and evolutionary studies generally outperforms com-

ary processes, for example, identifying negative impacts of climate

plete-case analysis (Kim et al., 2018; Little & Rubin, 2002; Penone

change on biodiversity (Lancaster et al., 2017; Pacifici et al., 2017),

et al., 2014). However, imputation can only be successful if it ac-

common life-history strategies among invasive species (Allen et al.,

counts for the mechanism by which data are missing. If the imputa-

2017; González-Suárez et al., 2015), and evolutionary changes in re-

tion model cannot account for this mechanism (e.g., under extreme

productive traits (Baker et al., 2020). Large-scale modelling studies

biases like MNAR), it is plausible that imputation might even amplify

like these are increasing in popularity and often require trait data for

error in inference.

numerous species and across taxonomic groups (Ríos-Saldaña et al.,

In this manuscript, we evaluate the performance of different ap-

2018). However, trait datasets can contain many missing values, and

proaches for handling missing trait data, considering the following

these values can be missing with a bias (Roth et al., 2018; Sandel

questions. How effective is imputation at estimating missing values

et al., 2015). For example, in a widely used mammalian trait data-

and making inference? Which imputation method is best? Is imputa-

set (Jones et al., 2009), species with smaller body mass values are

tion better than complete-case analysis? How does the amount of

more likely to have missing data for other traits, and this bias in miss-

missing data and presence of bias affect results? Expanding on pre-

ing data can impact inferences in comparative analyses (González-

vious comparisons of imputation methods, we introduce two new

Suárez et al., 2012).

bias types, compare six additional imputation methods, evaluate the

The literature recognizes three broad types of missing data

implications of including the response variable within the imputation

mechanisms: (a) missing completely at random (MCAR), where there

and propose steps for detecting erroneous imputation. Our study is

is no bias, and records represent a random sample; (b) missing at ran-

most relevant for phylogenetic comparative studies but still applies

dom (MAR), where missing data can be explained by available vari-

to wider missing data scenarios.

ables (for example, we know about the bias and can account for it
statistically); and (c) missing not at random (MNAR), where missing
data cannot be explained by available information (for example, we
either do not know about the bias or we lack associated information
that could account for it statistically) (Little & Rubin, 2002).

2 | M ATE R I A L S A N D M E TH O DS
2.1 | Data simulation

Currently, there are at least 160 packages for handling missing
data available on the R-CRAN repository (Josse et al., 2020). A sim-

We simulated 40 datasets, each with 500 species, using the simtraits

ple, common approach is “complete-case analysis”, that is, to exclude

function (Goolsby et al., 2017). Each dataset included four trait-pre-

all observations with any missing values. This approach is robust

dictor variables (“traits” hereafter) and one response variable. The 40

when there is no bias (MCAR missing data); bias in the missing val-

datasets represent 10 replicates (seeds 1–10) of four dataset types

ues can lead to erroneous inferences. Imputation, estimating missing

reflecting the combination of two correlation levels among traits

values, is an alternative approach to handle missing data that can

(weak Pearson, R 2 = .2, or strong, R 2 = .6) with two response–trait

bypass this disadvantage (Little & Rubin, 2002). Imputation methods

slopes (no relationship, c. 0, or positive, c. .7). Traits were simulated

range from simple approaches, such as filling missing values with an

under a Brownian model of evolution, with a Gaussian distribu-

average, to more complex approaches, such as estimating missing

tion of values ranging from zero to 10 to mimic the distribution of

values using statistical models (e.g., regression and random forest).

real trait data on a logarithmic scale (a transformation often used

Models can also be made more complex e.g. adding hierarchical in-

in comparative studies). The impact of phylogenetic signal strength

formation, allowing censored observations and weighting observa-

on imputation performance was already tested by Kim et al. (2018)

tions. There are also approaches designed specifically for handling

and Molina-Venegas et al. (2018); therefore, we standardized Pagel’s

values with extreme bias (MNAR), in addition to methods for imput-

λ between the phylogeny and traits at approximately one. The re-

ing missing response (sometimes called outcome or dependent vari-

sponse was simulated as a product of a trait, rather than through

able) values (for a more comprehensive description of methods, see

the phylogeny, and has a Gaussian distribution ranging from zero to

Molenberghs et al., 2015).

10. We aimed to represent response variables used in comparative

Imputation can be applied to any dataset but is particularly useful for trait data because traits are often correlated (e.g., body mass

analyses such as extinction risk or population trend, rather than allometric relationships.
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From each of the 40 original datasets, we removed trait values

exists in trait data) and severe (an upper-end estimate aimed at test-

to create scenarios reminiscent of real trait datasets. Values were

ing how methods perform under the most extreme biases). Under a

removed from between 5 and 80% of the species (in 5% intervals),

weak trait bias, the distribution of trait values becomes marginally

across 11 distinct bias types (or missing data mechanisms); see the

skewed and the central point is shifted, but the range of values is

Supporting Information (Appendix A, Table A1.1). As a control, one

largely preserved. Under a severe trait bias, the distribution is trun-

mechanism was to remove trait values completely at random, simu-

cated and the range reduced with extreme skew and shift in the cen-

lating the MCAR category. Two mechanisms stratified deletion with

tral point. The weak and severe biases replicate the MAR and MNAR

trait values removed evenly over the phylogeny and trait range. The

categories, respectively. The Supporting Information (Appendix A1)

remaining mechanisms explored four bias types likely to occur in

provides a comprehensive description and justification of the bias

trait datasets: (a) Trait (large trait values more likely to be missing);

severities. In total, across all dataset types, levels of missing data

(b) Response (trait values more likely to be missing in species with

(missingness) and bias types, we generated 7,040 datasets.

larger responses); (c) Trait & response (trait values more likely to be
missing in species with large trait and large response values); and (d)
Phylogeny (trait values more likely to be missing in certain clades)

2.2 | Data imputation

(Figure 1; Supporting Information, Appendix A, Table A1.1).
Within each of these four bias types, we tested two bias severity

Testing all available imputation methods was not feasible; instead,

levels: weak (a conservative lower-end estimate for how much bias

we expanded upon previous ecological and evolutionary imputation

^ĞǀĞƌĞ

WŚǇůŽŐĞŶǇ

dƌĂŝƚΘƌĞƐƉŽŶƐĞ

ZĞƐƉŽŶƐĞ

dƌĂŝƚ

tĞĂŬ

F I G U R E 1 Schematic illustration of the
effects of different biases. Panels contain
an example scatterplot (x axis = trait;
y axis = response) depicting a positive
trend. In each panel there are 20 points,
each representing a species, of which 50%
are missing trait values (shown in red).
Dotted lines illustrate a removal threshold
based on the percentage of missing data
(missingness) and bias type, which shows
a different mechanism by which data are
missing: Trait = large trait values more
likely to be missing; Response = trait
values more likely to be missing in species
with larger responses; Trait & response
= trait values more likely to be missing in
species with large trait and large response
values; Phylogeny = trait values more
likely to be missing in certain clades.
For each bias type, we illustrate two
severities: left panels show weak severity,
in which species are split into two groups
and species in the shaded area are 1.33
times more likely to be removed; and right
panels show severe severity, in which
values are removed systematically from
large to small (all values removed from
the shaded area). For further descriptions
of these biases, see the Supporting
Information (Appendix A1) [Colour figure
can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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studies (Penone et al., 2014; Poyatos et al., 2018) to compare meth-

The three imputation approaches we explore fall into two

ods already identified as effective with new, promising methods.

groups: (a) single imputation (BHPMF and Rphylopars), where each

In total, we evaluated the performance of nine imputation meth-

missing value is populated by one estimate (but can have an associ-

ods available from three R packages (R v.3.5.0, R Core Team,

ated variance); and (b) multiple imputation (Mice), where each miss-

2018): (a) BHPMF, Bayesian hierarchal probabilistic matrix factori-

ing value is assigned multiple estimates from a stochastic draw of the

zation (Schrodt et al., 2015); (b) Rphylopars (Goolsby et al., 2017);

distribution (Little & Rubin, 2002). If the objective of the imputation

and (c) Mice, multiple imputation chained equations (Van Buuren

is to produce estimates of missing values (for example, to fill gaps in

& Groothuis-Oudshoorn, 2011). We summarize these approaches

a dataset), single imputation is considered most effective, because

below, providing a more detailed description in the Supporting

the stochastic draws in multiple imputation add error (Van Buuren,

Information (Appendix A2).

2012). However, if the objective is to model imputed values against

BHPMF is a machine learning technique that takes a sparse trait

another variable, the added error in the multiple imputation is ad-

matrix and uses Bayesian probabilistic matrix factorization to im-

vantageous, because when the trait data are modelled the within-

pute and estimate uncertainty in values, but it is not fully Bayesian

and among-dataset errors are pooled, inflating the standard error

in that imputation and analysis are not conducted simultaneously

and reducing the type 1 error rate (Van Buuren, 2012). Although

(Molenberghs et al., 2015). BHPMF provides a multilevel hierarchal

this makes multiple imputation more robust to type 1 errors, it does

framework, which can control for spatial and taxonomic struc-

not necessarily mean that multiple imputation can predict the slope

tures (for a comprehensive description of BHPMF, see Schrodt

more accurately within a model, because although this slope will

et al., 2015). This hierarchical framework, coupled with the overall

have a greater standard error, it might still have the wrong direction.

flexibility of probabilistic matrix factorization (e.g., it can handle
nonlinear relationships and binary categories), makes BHPMF versatile and potentially robust. However, unlike other approaches it

2.2.1 | Phylogenetic imputation

is unable to make estimates for species for which all trait values
are missing.

Imputation has been suggested to improve when phylogenetic infor-

Rphylopars is a maximum likelihood frequentist method that uses

mation is incorporated (Kim et al., 2018; Penone et al., 2014). To test

a phylogeny and a sparse trait matrix to estimate simultaneously the

this, we imputed missing data with BHPMF and Mice, incorporating

across-species (phylogenetic) and within-species (phenotypic) trait

and ignoring phylogenetic information (for Rphylopars, a phylogeny

covariance (similar to a phylogenetic mixed model) to reconstruct

is required). BHPMF is unable to process phylogenies automatically,

the ancestral state and impute missing values (Goolsby et al., 2017).

but its hierarchal nature can support taxonomies. We created a hi-

This method is designed explicitly for phylogenetic imputation

erarchical node structure reminiscent of a taxonomy by splitting

and requires a phylogenetic tree, which means that the success of

the phylogeny. For Mice, we used phylogenetic eigenvectors that

Rphylopars imputation depends on the phylogenetic signal in a trait;

described the relationship between the phylogeny and traits (Diniz

with low signal, the phylogeny may simply add noise. An earlier ver-

et al., 2015). Eigenvectors that were effective predictors of a trait

sion of Rphylopars was amongst the most accurate methods exam-

were included as predictors within the imputation. We provide a

ined by Penone et al. (2014).

comprehensive description of these approaches in the Supporting

Mice is the most general and flexible of the imputation packages

Information (Appendix A3).

used in this study, offering 24 different methods of imputation, from
which we explored three:
1. Predictive mean matching imputes data by matching observed

2.2.2 | Including a response variable
in the imputation

values between traits, then populates missing values in incomplete traits by adopting information from the matched species.

The standard practice in comparative studies that use imputation

This is the default Mice approach for continuous data and was

is to impute values using only the traits and, where relevant, the

considered the best overall method by Poyatos et al. (2018).

phylogeny. However, the medical statistics literature recommends

2. Bayesian linear regression uses a linear model between traits to

the inclusion of every variable you plan to analyse, including the

estimate missing values. This method is rarely tested and strug-

response, within the imputation model (Moons et al., 2006; Sterne

gles with nonlinear relationships but is appealing to researchers

et al., 2009). Including a response within the imputation of traits,

familiar with linear regression.

which will then be modelled against the response in later analyses,

3. Random forest uses machine learning to produce and aggregate

appears circular and poor practice. However, in the event that the

regression trees of the observed data and impute missing values.

trait has a response bias, including it within the imputation could

A similar imputation method, “missForest”, was found to be effec-

control for this bias and shift data from the MNAR to the MAR cat-

tive by Penone et al. (2014), with results comparable to Rphylopars

egory, where imputation is more robust. We test this by performing

and Mice predictive mean matching.

each imputation with the response present and absent.

|
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2.3 | Error calculation
2.3.1 | Imputation error: Is there a difference
between the true and imputed values?

55

2.3.3 | Slope significance: Is the difference
between the true and imputed slope significant?
We tested whether imputed slopes differed significantly from the
true slope and the complete-case slope using the t statistic (Cohen

We compared true and imputed trait values under each of the nine

et al., 2003):

imputation approaches (using the mean value across the repeated imputations for Mice), estimating the root mean squared error (RMSE):
√
√
N
√1 ∑
(
)2
RMSE = √
y −y
N i = 1 Im Tr

Slope1 − Slope2
t= √
SE2Slope1 + SE2Slope2
where Slope1 is the true slope coefficient and Slope2 is the imputed or complete-case slope coefficient; SESlope1 is the standard

where N is the number of imputed values, ranging from 25 (5%

error of the true slope and SESlope2 is the standard error of the im-

of 500) to 400 (80% of 500), yIm is the imputed value for a given

puted or complete-case slope. We calculated degrees of freedom

observation, and yTr is its true value. The units for the RMSE are the

as the total sample size from the true relationship dataset plus the

same as those of the trait (range 0–10). We show alternative error

imputed or complete-case dataset, minus four. We estimated signifi-

metrics (mean absolute error, median absolute error and R 2 between

cance at the 95% level. The Mice model slopes were averaged across

true and imputed values) in the Supporting Information (Appendices

each of the repeats, and the standard errors were pooled by calcu-

A5 and B4).

lating the within- and among-dataset variation, following Little and

Mice guidelines stress that multiple imputation is not effective

Rubin (2002). Incorporating the within- and among-dataset variation

at predicting missing values and should instead be used for infer-

inflates the standard errors around the slope. This is a key advantage

ence after model averaging. However, in the event that inference is

to the Mice approaches, because although slope error could be high,

prone to error (where the imputed response–trait relationship de-

the inflated standard errors around the slope reduce the probability

viates from the true relationship), it is important to consider how

of the imputed slope differing significantly from the true slope, and

the imputation of missing values influenced this error. Conversely, it

the likelihood of obtaining type 1 errors.

is also plausible that a method could produce inaccurate estimates
of missing values but still produce valid inference. Thus, assessing
error in both the imputations and the inference (see headings 2.3.2

2.4 | Data analysis

& 2.3.3 below) provides a more holistic view of the imputation approach, which can help to determine the point at which imputation

To understand the factors influencing the different error estimates,

becomes unreliable.

we fitted regression models with various predictors (details below
and in Supporting Information, Appendix A6) and dataset seed as a

2.3.2 | Slope error: Is there a difference
between the true and imputed response–trait slope?

random intercept effect. We used linear mixed models for numerically continuous responses, with a log10 -transformation on imputation error and a square-root transformation on slope error, and
logistic mixed models for binary responses (e.g., significant or non-

We fitted linear regressions with the imputed datasets to describe

significant difference between the imputed relationship and the true

the response–trait relationship, recording the slope and associated

relationship). In all cases, we ensured that model assumptions were

standard error. We checked assumptions (e.g., normality) in a sub-

met. Summary statistics display the mean ± SD.

set of these models, which were acceptable regardless of the bias
or amount of missing data. Given that Mice repeats the imputation
process numerous times, we fitted multiple regressions using each

2.4.1 | Modelling imputation error

of the imputed sets and then averaged the slope coefficients. To estimate “slope error”, we calculated the absolute difference between

We modelled imputation error as a function of six predictors: impu-

the imputed slope (or the complete-case slope) and the true slope.

tation approach, bias type, missingness (percentage of missing values

This “slope error” metric illustrates how wrong the imputed slope

in a dataset), response in imputation, initial slope direction (positive

could be, with the next step showing whether the estimated slope

or none) and between-trait correlation (Supporting Information,

coefficient differed significantly from the true slope. Previous stud-

Appendix A, Table A6.1). We included interaction terms between im-

ies have considered how imputation can alter inference, focusing on

putation approach and bias type and between imputation approach

allometric relationships between traits (Penone et al., 2014) and the

and missingness. We also tested whether including the response in

impact on functional diversity metrics (Kim et al., 2018). Here, we

the imputation improved accuracy by testing an interaction between

explored how imputation affects the relationship between traits and

response in imputation, imputation approach and initial slope direc-

a separate response variable.

tion. In some cases, the imputation resulted in implausible values;

56
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we removed any records with an RMSE > 10 to reduce the effect of

(Supporting Information, Appendix B, Figure B4.1), and results were

these outliers.

similar across all imputation error metrics (Supporting Information,
Appendix B, Figures B4.2–B4.5).

2.4.2 | Modelling slope error

Rphylopars was also generally the best approach for preserving
a response–trait relationship, with a significantly lower slope error
than all other imputation approaches and complete-case analysis,

We modelled slope errors separately for dataset types with initial

regardless of whether the true response–trait slope was positive

positive relationships (response–trait slope c. .7) and with no initial

or there was no relationship (Supporting Information, Appendix B,

relationship (response–trait slope c. 0). We tested as predictors the

Tables B2.2–B2.3). However, for a severe bias on the trait or phy-

imputation approach, bias type, missingness and between-trait cor-

logeny, the best method was dependent on the true response–trait

relation, in addition to interactions of imputation approach with bias

relationship. With no relationship, the Mice approaches performed

type and missingness. We ran this model first including complete

best (Figure 3), whereas when the true slope was positive, complete

case as a category within the imputation approach factor to identify

case was the best approach. Rphylopars was the fastest imputation

scenarios where imputation is worse than complete-case analysis.

approach (Supporting Information, Appendix B, Table B8.1).

This required the exclusion of response in imputation as a predictor, because this variable was not applicable for complete-case records. Second, we excluded the complete-case records and tested

3.2 | Are imputed values accurate?

response in imputation as a factor, including an interaction with imputation approach.

Imputation errors increased with the percentage of missing data,
missingness (Est = 0.33, SE = 0.003, t = 103, p < .001), and were af-

2.4.3 | Predicting imputation and slope error

fected by bias type (Figure 2). Weak and stratified biases were comparable to no bias datasets, but errors were much greater when data
were missing with severe bias (Supporting Information, Appendix B,

We predicted imputation error using the variables missingness, phy-

Appendix B4).

logenetic clustering and change in mean (difference in mean before

Imputed values were as likely to be overestimated as underes-

and after imputation). To predict slope error and significance, we

timated, except when there was a severe bias on the trait (largest

used the variables missingness, phylogenetic clustering, change in

trait values removed), where, as expected, imputed values were pri-

mean and change in slope (between imputation and complete case).

marily underestimated (Supporting Information, Appendix B, Figures

For all models, we grouped the datasets with positive and no rela-

B5.1–B5.5). Although Rphylopars had the smallest imputation er-

tionship slopes, because in a real scenario a user would not know the

rors, imputed values were still inaccurate. At 5% missing data, the

true relationship.

mean difference between imputed and true values for Rphylopars
was 0.56 ± 0.15 with no bias, 0.56 ± 0.15 in the stratified biases,

3 | R E S U LT S
Including phylogenetic information generally improved imputation
performance in every method (Supporting Information, Appendix
B1); thus, we focused on phylogenetic imputation methods, show-

0.57 ± 0.16 in the weak biases, and 1.39 ± 0.57 in the severe biases,
all increasing with missingness (Figure 2).

3.3 | Can imputed data preserve response–trait
relationships?

ing results for non-phylogenetic approaches in the Supporting
Information (Appendix B3).

Slope errors increased with missingness (true positive relationship: Est = 0.27, SE = 0.008, t = 33, p < .001; true no relationship:

3.1 | Which method performs best?

Est = 0.23, SE = 0.004, t = 54, p < .001) and were affected by bias
type, with large errors detected when data were missing with a
severe bias (Figure 3). Imputed slopes were both over- and under-

Imputed values were most accurate with Rphylopars (Supporting

estimates of the true slope when there was no true relationship

Information, Appendix B, Table B2.1), which had consistently lower

(Supporting Information, Appendix B, Figures B5.6–B5.10). When

imputation errors in every bias type. However, BHPMF was the best

the true relationship was positive, Rphylopars and BHPMF again re-

approach when missing data exceeded 60% with a severe bias on

sulted in both over- and underestimated slopes, but Mice approaches

the trait, and Mice random forest, BHPMF and Rphylopars were com-

consistently underestimated the true relationship, with slopes from

parable when missing data exceeded 40% with a severe bias on the

the imputed datasets tending towards zero (Supporting Information,

phylogeny (Figure 2; Supporting Information, Appendix B, Figure

Appendix B, Figures B5.11–B5.15).

B4.2). Imputation error results were similar regardless of whether

Although imputation errors were often large, imputing miss-

the true response–trait slope was positive or had no relationship

ing values did not always introduce errors in the response–trait

|
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No bias

Weak bias

Random

All weak bias types

Severe bias
Phylogeny

Trait

Trait*Response
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Response

5

4

3

2

1

0
0

20

40

Rphylopars

60

0

20

40

60

0

Mice: regression + phylogeny

20

40

60

0

20

40

Missing data (%)

Mice: mean matching + phylogeny

60

0

20

40

60

Mice: random forest + phylogeny

0

20

40

60

BHPMF + phylogeny

F I G U R E 2 Difference between imputed and true trait values (RMSE = root mean square error) for five phylogenetic imputation
approaches under varying percentages of missing data (missingness) and bias types. Lines depict the marginal effect of missingness and
bias type from a regression model and were averaged across other predictors: seed, response in imputation, between-trait correlation and
initial slope direction. For the equivalent plot split based on initial slope direction, see the Supporting Information (Appendix B, Figure B4.1).
Confidence intervals were derived from 500 bootstrap simulations and depict the upper and lower bounds (95%) [Colour figure can be
viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
relationship. We observed low slope errors in all imputation approaches and all non-severe biases when few data were missing,

3.5 | Can we predict when the imputed values and
response–trait relationships become inaccurate?

but as missingness increased the slope error increased exponentially
(Figure 3). Rphylopars was most robust, with slope errors < 0.05

Given that Rphylopars was found generally to be the best method,

for all levels of missingness in the no bias, stratified bias and weak

we focused on predicting errors under this method. Missingness,

bias datasets, regardless of the true response–trait relationship

phylogenetic clustering and change in mean were important predic-

(Supporting Information, Appendix B, Figures B4.6–B4.7). However,

tors of slope error, significant differences in slope error and imputa-

Rphylopars, alongside all other approaches, had high errors under the

tion error. Change in slope was also a relevant predictor for slope

severe biases, particularly when the bias acted on both the trait and

error and significant differences in slope (Supporting Information,

the response.

Appendix B, Figure B7.1).

Missingness and bias type also influenced whether slopes
were significantly different from the true slope in a comparable
way to slope error (Supporting Information, Appendix B, Figures

4 | D I S CU S S I O N

B4.8–B4.11).
Overall, our results show that there is no single best solution to deal

3.4 | Should the response be included in the
imputation?

with missing data. Rphylopars was generally the best approach for
predicting missing values and was consistently more accurate than
BHPMF and Mice at maintaining the true response–trait relationship. However, in some scenarios all imputation approaches were

When the response–trait slope was positive, including the re-

outperformed by complete-case analysis, showing that imputation

sponse within the imputation decreased imputation error in all

is not always the best option. When using imputation, including

approaches and also decreased slope error substantially in Mice,

phylogenetic information widely reduced errors in our phylogeneti-

to the extent that it was almost comparable with Rphylopars

cally derived trait datasets, but including the response during impu-

(Supporting

tation had mixed effects: increased accuracy for Mice approaches,

Information,

Appendix

B,

Figures

B6.1–B6.4).

Including the response in the imputation increased slope error in

but decreased accuracy for Rphylopars and BHPMF. Our results sug-

Rphylopars and BHPMF. When there was no relationship between

gest that researchers need to assess the available data and consider

the trait and response, including the response in the imputation

the need for imputation versus limiting the scope of the study or

increased imputation and slope errors in every approach, but

completing analyses for separate groups. Use of data imputation

with a small effect (Supporting Information, Appendix B, Figures

should be scrutinized, checking for changes in the data before and

B6.2–B6.6).

after imputation (which might indicate biases and assist in detection
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F I G U R E 3 Absolute difference between the true response–trait slope coefficient and the slope coefficients in datasets with varying
percentages of missing trait values (missingness), removed under a series of bias types. Missing values were imputed under five phylogenetic
approaches or treated as complete-case analysis. The top row of panels shows datasets in which the true slope was positive (r c. .7), and the
bottom row shows datasets with no relationship (r c. 0). Lines depict the marginal effect of missingness and bias type from regression models
and were averaged across other predictors: seed, response in imputation and between-trait correlation. For plots split based on response in
imputation, see the Supporting Information (Appendix B6). Confidence intervals were derived from 500 bootstrap simulations and depict
the upper and lower bounds (95%). Note that the range in the y axis differs between top and bottom panels [Colour figure can be viewed at
wileyonlinelibrary.com]
of imputation and slope errors). Table 1 summarizes our findings as

when there was no true relationship between the response and trait,

warnings and recommendations.

Mice approaches performed well. However, when there was a positive relationship, Mice did poorly even after the substantial improve-

4.1 | Which method performs best?

ment resulting from inclusion of the response in the imputation
(Supporting Information, Appendix B, Figure B6.3), with increases in
missing data gradually shifting the positive response–trait relation-

Rphylopars was the best overall imputation method in our study.

ship towards zero. Further investigation of Mice is required, because

However, we found scenarios where complete-case analysis main-

in this scenario we might expect inflated noise around the slope in

tained the response–trait relationship better, particularly com-

Mice to cause more type 2 errors (reporting no relationship when

pared with Mice and BHPMF imputation (but also outperforming

one is present), but we would not expect Mice systematically to shift

Rphylopars under some severe biases). Our analyses, and others

the slope itself.

from the medical literature (Mukaka et al., 2016), show that imputa-

This poor performance of Mice is particularly surprising, because

tion is not always the best solution to handle missing data. Although

we made a concerted effort to optimize the performance of Mice

imputation methods in ecology are not yet widely used, the use of

(see Supporting Information, Appendix A4). However, the issues we

imputation has been recommended over complete-case analysis in

have identified might be relevant only to our scenarios (imputing

recent publications (Kim et al., 2018; Penone et al., 2014). Here, by

missing traits for phylogenetic comparative studies) and might not

expanding on the scenarios explored in previous studies, we show

reflect on Mice or multiple imputation as a whole, which are con-

that imputation can lead to errors in some conditions. For example,

sidered throughout the literature as the “gold-standard” imputation
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TA B L E 1 Warnings and
recommendations for handling missing
trait values

and recommendations
Carefully select the taxonomic scope of the study, ensuring that species
are distributed across the phylogeny and trait space. If any clades
or areas of the trait space are nearly or entirely absent, do not draw
inferences about them and exclude them from the study to prevent
severe biases.
Report which species/clades are included in the study and which
species/clades have been removed to limit bias. Provide descriptive
statistics or distribution plots for analysed trait values.
Every imputation approach produced inaccurate values, even with as
little as 5% missing data. Slope errors consistently exceeded 0.1 when
> 40% of the values were missing or when a severe bias was present.
Imputation is not always the best approach. Complete-case analysis
performs better than the tested imputation methods in some cases.
If using imputation, Rphylopars is the best approach for handling missing
continuous data, resulting in smaller overall imputation and slope
errors.
If using Rphylopars or BHPMF, do not include the response in the
imputation. If using Mice, including the response is beneficial.
Include phylogenetic information when using imputation if possible.
If a phylogeny is unavailable but a taxonomy is available, use BHPMF.
If there is no phylogeny or taxonomy information, use Mice random
forest or the observation-only BHPMF.
To assist in detecting biases and the subsequently high imputation and
slope errors, assess phylogenetic clustering, in addition to the change
in the mean and change in the slope before and after imputation.
Report the amount of missing information that was imputed and
where this information falls on the phylogeny, trait and response (if
applicable).

approach (Van Buuren, 2012). Furthermore, despite making an ef-

alter phylogenetic eigenvector selection and the downstream im-

fort to optimize the performance of Mice, there are a variety of Mice

putation and slope errors.

extensions and other multiple imputation approaches that might

Unlike Mice, we suspect that the performance of BHPMF could

have fared better and could be tested in future comparisons, such as

be enhanced further (see Supporting Information, Appendix A4).

Multilevel Joint Modelling (Quartagno et al., 2019) or Mice: Random

Most notably, given that BHPMF does not allow imputation for

indicator method for non-ignorable data (Van Buuren & Groothuis-

species with no trait observations, we forced BHPMF to impute val-

Oudshoorn, 2011).

ues by adding a dummy fully populated variable. This allowed us to

One particular issue with Mice was the way in which biases

compare the performance of BHPMF across all biases and levels of

interacted with the phylogeny during phylogenetic eigenvector

missing data and did not clearly affect the performance of BHPMF

selection. As a control, we estimated the number of eigenvectors

(Supporting Information, Appendix A, Figure A2.3). This feature of

when no values were missing. In this scenario, most datasets had

BHPMF could hinder the generality and taxonomic scale of studies

between six and 16 eigenvectors, but under a severe trait bias the

but might also be beneficial if it deters researchers from imputing

number of eigenvectors frequently surpassed 20, and under a re-

values in cases with lots of missing data (where imputation errors

sponse bias it rarely reached six. This discrepancy in the number

are greatest). However, removal of species with no trait values rep-

of eigenvectors is likely to explain why incorporating phyloge-

resents a form of complete-case analysis that could lead to biases

netic information in Mice sometimes resulted in greater imputa-

and erroneous inferences.

tion and slope errors under a severe bias (Supporting Information,

Categorical traits are a common data type in ecological and

Appendix B, Figure B1.1). Given these findings, we revise the

evolutionary research and cannot be imputed using Rphylopars but

advice of Penone et al. (2014) and Kim et al. (2018), and suggest

can be handled by BHPMF and Mice. There has been limited assess-

that phylogenetic information should only be included in Mice im-

ment of the performance of categorical imputation, and available

putation when data are missing with no bias or a weak bias. Or,

evaluations have delivered varied results (Akande et al., 2017; Kim

otherMice options that allow a phylogeny to be incorporated as

et al., 2018; Stekhoven & Buhlmann, 2012). Future work explor-

a hierarchical structure, similar to that used by BHPMF, should be

ing imputation errors and biases with categorical data would be

used. Further work is needed to establish how different biases

valuable to guide researchers confronting missing values. Future
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work could also determine whether machine learning approaches,

(sometimes informed by expert opinion) can have a substantial im-

such as Mice random forest and BHPMF, would perform better

pact on results, meaning that sensitivity analysis becomes increas-

with larger trait datasets (e.g., > 500 simulated species used in the

ingly important. If a severe bias is suspected and the missing data

present study).

mechanism cannot be accounted for by incorporation of additional
data (e.g., other traits, phylogeny, or other spatial or temporal in-

4.2 | Are imputed values and relationships accurate?

formation), these MNAR methods should be explored. However, the
main challenge will be in the detection of the severe bias in the first
place. Familiarity with the dataset, accompanied by careful checks of

The threshold for deciding whether imputation is accurate depends

the distribution of the data across space, time and the phylogeny, in

on the research question. For example, in Rphylopars, with 5% of data

addition to the trait and response ranges, might help. Furthermore,

missing under no bias (best possible scenario), the mean imputation

we recommend accounting for biases in missing datasets before

error was 0.56. If we assume the trait data have been ln-transformed

designing research, especially in phylogenetic comparative studies,

(base e), such error would mean that the mass of an African Elephant

where severe biases could be reduced simply by trimming the scale

weighing 6,000 kg (e

8.7

) would be imputed with values as low as

of the study and its conclusions to the better represented groups.

3,430 kg (e8.7–0.56) or as high as 10,500 kg (e8.7+0.56). This error is
worrying, especially considering that Rphylopars is the most accurate
imputation approach and that we used the most favourable missing
data scenario in this example. This finding suggests that imputation

4.3 | Should the response be included in the
imputation?

is not accurate enough to estimate trait values for individual species or records. As such, any imputed values should be interpreted

Including the response within the imputation substantially de-

with great caution. Fortunately, trait values are more commonly im-

creased imputation and slope errors in Mice (Moons et al., 2006;

puted to establish relationships, in which case our results are less

Sterne et al., 2009) and made its performance almost comparable to

concerning. In linear regressions between a response and imputed

BHPMF and Rphylopars. However, for BHPMF and Rphylopars, includ-

traits, the difference between the Rphylopars slope and true slope

ing the response had little effect or a negative effect. We are unsure

was < 0.05 at every level of missing data (except for severe biases).

why including the response might negatively affect the performance

In many cases, this would be deemed an acceptable amount of error

of BHPMF, but for Rphylopars we hypothesize that it is attributable

and the same qualitative message, with a trend in the same direction

to the way in which the phylogeny is incorporated. If the response is

(positive or negative) and not differing significantly from the true

not associated to the phylogeny, including the response might skew

slope in most cases (Supporting Information, Appendix B, Figures

the phylogenetic–trait covariance matrix, affecting the performance

B4.8–B4.11). However, this error would be large and could lead to

of Rphylopars. In contrast, the phylogenetic eigenvectors that are

qualitatively different messages in the context of debates about the

appended to the Mice imputation act more like weakly correlated

true value of allometric exponents (Isaac & Carbone, 2010). Thus,

traits; therefore, the benefit of adding a highly correlated response

unless the dataset is complete we recommend that results should

variable is clear. From this, it seems broadly advisable to include the

be interpreted cautiously, regardless of whether imputation or com-

response within Mice imputation and to exclude it from Rphylopars

plete-case analysis is used for the analyses.

and BHPMF. However, caution is needed, because we suspect that

Although different errors might be acceptable for different

these conclusions might contain caveats that warrant further re-

questions, our results show that analysing datasets where values are

search. For example, under the severe trait and response bias when

missing with a severe bias (MNAR) can lead to very wrong conclu-

there was no true relationship between the response and trait, im-

sions, especially when the bias acted on both the trait and response.

putation resulted in a significant negative slope, particularly when

This bias type was not tested by Penone et al. (2014), but it is likely

the response was used in the imputation (Supporting Information,

to be common in ecology and evolution, because both trait data-

Appendix B, Figures B6.5–B6.6). This is evidence that including the

bases (González-Suárez et al., 2012) and response values are biased

response in the imputation of trait values, which will then be mod-

(Boakes et al., 2010; Troudet et al., 2017). In some cases, a severe

elled back against the response, can cause a circularity problem.

trait and response bias shifted a positive response–trait relation-

Nevertheless, when using Mice, this detrimental effect was small

ship into no relationship, or even a negative relationship (Figure 3).

compared with the overall gains from incorporating the response in

Overall, the methods we tested are unsuitable when a severe bias is

the imputation.

present. However, there are imputation options, beyond the scope
of the present study, designed specifically for severely biased MNAR
data (Molenberghs et al., 2015). These MNAR options add a term to
the imputation model to account for the bias. In common methods,

4.4 | Can we predict whether imputation is
advisable for a given dataset?

such as selection, pattern-mixture and shared parameter models,
this term describes a distribution aimed at explaining the mechanism

Within our work, we identify four ways in which data should

by which data are missing. The parameters in these distributions

be scrutinized before and after imputation to assist with bias
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detection, measuring: missingness, phylogenetic clustering, a

DATA AVA I L A B I L I T Y S TAT E M E N T

change in mean and a change in slope. These metrics should not

Code to generate data and repeat all analyses is publicly available

be used as a free pass to claim that the imputation is valid, be-

at https://github.com/GitTFJ/Handling-missing-values-in-trait-data

cause no method consistently detected bias (for example, finding
no change in slope could occur if both imputation and complete-
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case analyses are equally wrong). Instead, these metrics should be
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used alongside careful scrutiny of the data, viewing the imputation
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process holistically.
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Our proposed protocol includes four steps:
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B I O S K E TC H
This aim of this project was to clarify and expand on guidance
for handling missing values, specifically in reference to trait
data. We wanted to examine the performance of imputation
in comparative analyses to identify weaknesses with the approach and encourage robust missing data practices in ecology.
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